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Breaking the Taboo:
 
Critics of Israel and the American
 

Jewish Establishment
 

Jack Wertheimer 

What does the wicked child ask? "What does this ritual 
mean to you?" To "you" and not to "him." Since he takes 
himself out of the community and denies God's essential 
role in the Exodus, shock him by replying, "This is done 
because God did for me when I went out of mitzrayim." 
For me and not for him. Had he been there he would not 
have been redeemed. 

"---i '.: c/ ( Y7' ./ L'H/J i') ::- Passover Haggadah 
___/ ../ ---' ,_ i\j I ' /\,i\.") , , vO '- J - 

The vituperatiV(tst~~ggle thats,urrounded the eventually successful 
bid ~y Americans for Peace Now to join the Conference of Presidents 
of Ma~rAmericanjewish Organizations in late March of 1993, 
brought to public attention once again a bitter, often vicious, battle 
that had raged in the organized Jewish community of the United 
States for two decades. Sin£Ltb~_Jounding of Breira in 1973 and 
continuing with >JreeStal5I1shment of)uch groups as the New Jewish 
Agenda and th~ew Israel Fu~as well as Americans for Peace 
Now, the AmericanJewish a5mmunity has be~all~~eefifie 

~j,. 
if~.rliYe.rsilY.'!!l:~£l,1!'Th¥ri!~1!'ps_J~tha'ye.-p.ublicly /' 

dissented from the official policy of the State of Isrl:i.e.l, and" the 
conserliUs-ef~Amel:lCIill=r~~!:fs esrab1islied~leidefship: Perhaps no 
other set of issues has provoked 'such' 'iiltemI,erate ''denunciations 
and mudslinging in the American Jewish press and organizational 
world; even the highly charged religious confrontations of recent 
decades have paled by comparison. ~nts of these dissenting 
groups have publicly cast them as traitors tothe Jew~QPe.QPN~' 
cof[aboiat()r~_wij:h~TIieenemfe's'6CTSiaeI'{consfltuirIig'abranch of 

"._- -_.~--"._.--~- -. - -- ".", -," ..• - _ ~~.~ ..__ .•._"""--~ 

~ 
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"Jews for al-Fatah"), and a fifth column within the American 
Jewish community. Their defenders, in turn, have viiified the critics 
as "witch-hunters," "McCarthyists," and slanderers. 

Decades from now, historians will assess the charges and counter
charges; perhaps with some historical perspective it will be possible to 
sort out the motives of the antagonists and evaluate their contentions. 
But even in the absence of such judgments, students of contemporary 
Jewry, and particularly those interested in the "tangled relations" 
between American and Israeli Jews, need to examine this conflict 
from a different perspective - namely, l!Qw has the organized 
American Jewish community responded to dissenters, and what do 

\	 such responsesfelIusabounhe-oommunlty and its relations~ 
the State of IsraelTWliichtypes-oTdissentare-juagoo acceptable and 
which types piace a group outsiaeUfeTeiiTIrwIiat sanctions does the 
contemporary Jewish -comfilunityexerdsefOdeIe.gX!fm!iei<gr.oup? 
Aug wharisthe re1a.ti6nsliipbetween American Jewish and Israeli 
elites in this,Rfocessof deIegitimaU6n?-- ------------ 

-"-_. -' __--.O~ .~ 

The formation of Breira in 1973 raised a new set of issues for the 
organized American Jewish community, even though criticism of 
Zionism and Israel were not new to the American Jewish scene. In 
the past, anti-Zionist organizations such as the American Council for 
Judaism and the friends of Neturei Karta, rejected any identification 
with the State of Israel and at times vehemently criticized the policies 
of the Jewish state. Breira, however, represented a new phenomenon, 
one that resulted from the far-reaching Israeli conquests of 1967. 
According to its in-house, official history: 

The creation of Breira was an indication that its founders and 
members honestly believe that there can be an alternative to 

In a different context, I plan to analyze the responses of American Jewish 
leaders to different types of dissenting groups. These groups include those on 
the right of the political spectrum, such as the Jewish Defense League, as well 
as groups that were highly critical of the Israeli government and the American 
Jewish leadership for their lack of militancy in rescuing beleaguered Jews 
groups such as the American Association for Ethiopian Jews and the Union 
of Councils for Soviet Jews. Each of these groups collided with both Israeli 
and American Jewish leaders - and the dissent of each group was treated with 
considerable brutality. 
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the endless cycle of war and violence between Israel and the 
Arabs, and that American Jews committed to a strong Jewish 
state could actually encourage Israel to do more than it was 
doing to initiate peace talks. This meant in practice that Breira 
would break the "taboo" on public criticism of Israel within 
the American Jewish community. In particular, Breira gave 
American Jewry its first serious introduction to the "dovish" 
perspective on Israeli affairs...by hosting...prestigious Israeli 
advocates ofmutual recognition of Israeli and Palestinian rights 
as the ba~iuorM!ddle East peace negotiations.2 

_..-~---) " 

Indeed, . "Breira's ~¢understanding, it diffe_r~d frlLIlLall other 
grollP~.,..e,£~-,!~~l_]iOsedan internal challenge to the Jewish commu
nity. ~~<2i~l.YJ~.~~l!!1~~ it represente<.i"a movement 6fconcerned Jews, 
in~h!ding. ZiQ~i.s_ts, it was"achiI<rof the-estabhSTiment,"'iiii01filere
fore], ...caused a seriolis-ree~alu-atio~oftli~fliture-ofDlaspora-Israe1 
relations."3· .. . -...-..---....-.---..--~.-...-...---.-----_._., 

- Breira also rai~hackles of the organized Jewish community 
because it directly challenged the legitimacy ofestablished organiza
tions_~ndkaders wlthm the AmencanTewlshcommu"rlltY:"Breira's 
commi~;ion'-on-Jewish life~haired hy-AidluiWiisKow:'d"efined the 
organization's goals within American Jewry as follows: 

[To find a] means of freeing debate, especially through a 
newly independent Jewish press; new forms for doing tzedakah 
(fund-raising and allocation) that are both democratic and 
which serve the needs of those now ignored; ... the creation of 
a grass-roots based democratic structure for American Jewry4 

By repeatedly charging the organized community with muzzling 
honest debate and by portraying itself as the true spokesman for 
grass-roots sentiment, Breira sou~~t t~_dele.8itimize the official orga
nizations and leader.s.Qf!he_QI'g~ni~e!Lc.Q!!!!!1unity.Breira promised 
t~ democratiZe~w!§.h life by providing a forum for "those Jews wh~-

2 Proceedings ofBreira's First Annual Membership Conference (New York: Breira, 
1977),3. 

3 "Factual and Other Errors in 'Why BreiraT by Joseph Shattan, Commentary, 
April 1977." Issued by Breira, unpaged, 1977. 

4 Breira Report, June 1977, unpaged. 
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have not found a voice or place in existing structures (particularly 
youth, women, and the poor).,,5 To express further their displeasure 
with the established leadership, some Breira leaders urged that Jews 
withhold financial support from the official community to signal 
their protest. Arthur Waskow asked rhetorically: "Do we have a 
responsibility to oppose the giving of money or support through 
conventional channels, if that means adding to the political power 
of those presently in power who we feel are blindly marching toward 
the destruction of Israel?"6 

The critique of Israeli policies, then, was intertwined with a 
r~~~!liQ_~J!g~il}si.Jh~~~~ership of ~ Jewry. Both Israeli 
and American Jewish leaders were misguided in their policies; the 
only recourse for concerned Jews was to alter the entire system of 
American Jewish support for Israel and the undemocratic system 
that produced such an inadequate American Jewish leadership. 
Breira's public pronouncements explicitly noted the entanglement 
of Israeli and American Jewish public life: 

This attitude of "my country right or wrong" was reflected in 
all areas of American Jewish life because Israel is the "glue" 
that holds the disparate elements of the community together, 
as well as the "cause" which unites separate and faltering 
fundraising efforts into an effective campaign. The lack of news 
and analysis in Jewish journalism, the one-dimensional level of 
Jewish education, the growth of the checkbook "mentality" as 
the basis of communal life, and the hierarchical and exclusive 
nature of Jewish organizational structures all mirrored an 
increasingly intolerable rigidity in Jewish affairs. Believing that 

5	 "An Open letter from Breira's Executive Board." undated (c. May 1976). 
From a historical perspective, we can gauge the shifts in the organized American 
Jewish community by noting that in the decades prior to the Holocaust it 
was the Zionist organizations that intertwined their ideology with a call for 
democratization; Zionism, they claimed, would revitalize the American Jewish 
community by bringing genuine democratic representation. By the last quarter 
of the century, it was the Zionist left and their non-Zionist allies that promoted 
democratization. By contrast, support for Israeli policies was now viewed as an 
expression of non-democratic process. 

6	 Quoted by Rael Isaac and Erich Isaac, "The Rabbis of.Breira," Midstream, 
April 1977, IS. 
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Diaspora Jewry has more than a charitable stake in the future 
of the Jewish state, and more than an impersonal interest in 
the quality of Jewish life everywhere, this situation could not 
be ignored.7 

Breira broadcast its dual critique of Israeli and American Jewish 
leaders through advertisements in the New York Times and the New 
York Review ofBooks, mailings toconcern,ed Jews, public testimony 
to congressional committees, ~press rele~ses. 8 

In the win~er and. spring ~~~7,~ytfong counteratt~c.k ~as 

.. launched agamst Brelra's provocatIve challenge. The preclpltatmg 
factor was a shift inoutlookthat took place at Breira's first national 
conference in Washington in February of that year. In the words 
of one activist, Breira "ceased to be merely a 'position pamphlet' 
organization and publicly defended its right to act on its principles by 
meeting with modedrate Palestinians.,,9 At a time when the Israeli 

goveniment rejected contacts'-with the PLO and insisted that the 
U.S. government k~_~p th~_.~!-O at arm's length, it was a.p.a..J:ti~~ll!r1y

1 brazenprovocation for an Amerlcau-]ewish-groupto participate in
10-----------,·-----.,----------------.------.---. 

s:!;!ch.t.alks. 
The first - and most public - phase of the confrontation was 

waged on the printed page, in pamphlet and periodical literature. 

l 

Spearheaded by writers associated with Americans for a Safe Israel, 
a group founded in 1971 to persuade American Jews to reject a 
"peace for territory" solution and only accept "peace for peace," 
the critics of Breira focused exclusively on the dangers the group 
posed to Israeli interests. Americans for a Safe Israel published a 

I
 
7 Proceedings ofBreira's First Annual Membership Conference, 4-5.
 
8 Elenore Lester, letter to the editor of the Jewish Week (New York), 1May 1977,
 

1-2, in the files of the American Jewish Committee's Blaustein Library.
 
9 Carolyn Toll, "American Jews and the Middle East Dilemma," Progressive,
 

August 1979,33.
 
10 The entire matter came to public attention through a frontpage article by 

Bernard Gwertzman entitled "American Jewish Leaders Are Split over Issue 

I
,I"

of Meeting with the PLO," New York Times, 30 December 1976. Gwertzman 
reported on meetings in. Washington and New York between PLO repre
sentatives and ten American Jewish individuals. When the Conference of 
Presidents denounced such meetings, Breira defended contacts with the PLO 
and particulariy the role of two of its prominent members in those meetings. 
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detailed pamphlet by Rael Jean Isaac entitled Breira - Counsellor 
Judaism, which linked some Breira members to pro-PLO groups and 
castigated Breira as more dangerous than the anti-Zionist American 
Council for Judaism, because even as they claim "to save Israel... 
they in fact facilitate her destruction." 11 Rael Isaac and her husband 
Erich Isaac, continued the assault with a hard-hitting critique of"th; 
rabbis of Breira" in Midstream, followed a month later by Joseph 
Shattan's "Why Breira?" in Commentary. 12 Around the same time, 
two former sympathizers published accounts of their growing disen
chantment with Breira, particularly stressing the absence of genuine 
commitment to and empathy for Israel among Breira members. 13 

When the Village Voice published an article on "the angry debate 
among American Jews," news of the Breira controversy reached an 
even broader audience. 14 

I~ public airing~ft!!.~deb~te forced groups within the organized 
Jewish c?~l1lunity to define a policy regarding the rights of its own 
me!J1_bers.t_o_~i§.~~~!!~lliiis·openmg asecond-leveroCcontroversy:
As the employer of the largest cOlitTngenTOfI;a5msaSsociateclWltn 
Breira, the B'nai B'rith Hillel Foundation was especially pressed to 
act. Rabbi Joseph Sternstein, president of the Zionist Organization 
of America, questioned the president of B'nai B'rith as to why "the 
most articulate spokesmen for the 'Palestinian' position were the 
Hillel rabbis"; and though he denied any intention to meddle in the 
internal affairs of B'nai B'rith, Sternstein justified his concern by 
noting that "many of these rabbis are in contact with the pliable 
minds of campus Jews." 15 Within the B'nai B'rith, as well, voices 
were raised urging the organization to discipline its employees. 
Benjamin Epstein, national director of the Anti-Defamation League, 
(ADL), called on the 

11	 Rae1 Jean Isaac, Breira - Counsel for Judaism (New York: Americans for a 
Safe Israel, 1977), 28. 

12 Midstream, April 1977, 3-17; Commentary, April 1977, 60-66. 
13 Lester, letter to Jewish Week; Alan Mintz, "The People's Choice - A Demurral 

on Breira," Response, Winter 1976-1977,5-10. 
14 Alexander Cockburn and James Ridgeway, "Doves, the Diaspora, and the 

Future of Israel: The Angry Debate among American Jews," Village Voice, 7 
March 1977, 26. 

15 Quoted by Cockburn and Ridgeway, "Doves," 26. 
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B'nai B'rith International [to] take such steps as are necessary 
to ensure that in matters of fundamental principle and policy 
of B'nai B'rith, members of the professional staff shall, in their 
pronouncements and activities refrain from promoting views 
contrary to those of B'nai B'rith. 16 

The president of the B'nai B'rith, David Blumberg, publicly re
jected these demands; he cast aside the ADL recommendation as 
unnecessary and determined that "participation in Breira in no way 

I violated n'nai B'rith policy." But these assurances failed to still the 
criticism emanating from local lodges within the organization and~ 
from outside groups such as the Zionist Organization of America, 
the Jewish Defense League, and even Hadassah. 17 Some ofthe critics 
demanded that the B'nai B'rith fire Hillel directors associated with 
Breira. Blumberg finally convened a "blue ribbon panel" to offer 
recommendations on the internal policy of B'nai B'rith regarding 
Breira. The panel upheld the rights of free expression of employees 
but recommended that they not hold office in Breira or use their 
identification with Hillel to endorse Breira policies or any other 
group's policies that were contrary to B'nai B'rith's position. Staff 
members were also warned that they were "expected to take into 
account the effects of conduct, including the expression of opinions 
that conflict with the objectives of B'nai B'rith and its maintenance 
and growth...and also weigh the effects of actions and speech...upon 
the fulfillment of the responsibilities of [a]...staff position.18 It is 
unlikely that Hillel rabbis associated with Breira could have taken 
much comfort from such a broadly construed code of obligations. 

Other Jewish organizations debated yet a third issue: How should 
they relate institutionally to Breira? Some organizations refused 
to send speakers to programs that also included Breira represen
tatives. 19 Some agonized over whether they would be granting 

16 Quoted in William Novak, "The Campaign against Breira," Part II, Baltimore 
Jewish Times, I April 1977, 24. 

17 Novak, "The Campaign against Breira," 24-25. 
18 Bernard Postal, "B'nai B'rith Rules on Breira: Right to Dissent Is Upheld, but 

1
jgeway, "Doves, the Diaspora, and the Not to exploit Its Name," Jewish American-American Examiner, II September 
among American Jews," Village Voice, 7 1977. 

19 This seems tQ have been the intention of the National Jewish Community 
I 

Relations Advisory Council (NJCRAC), which urged all Jewish organizations "Doves," 26. 
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legitimacy to Breira if they elected individuals associated with the 
dissenting group to positions of influence within their own organi
zations.20 AIl~:L~til1 others debated th~~i§90:m..QLbringinLBreirll 
into thef;:Qm!!:nHl:~IJ~.m....~~!~.h~L.m!gp.t .Q!~vi~e some leverage 
to temper the. grol!P'spr:ov.Q~~!!Y~..P9Jic.i~~ ...QL.W.hetlier...io.~· 
Breira as an ollicast and thereby make it serve as an object lesson 
toother::Qi~s.!Q~!if.~£~§~P1=srarrmem6ers··artlie·Ameilcan Je;ish 
Committee issued an internal memorandum for the organization's 
Foreign Affairs Steering Committee that urged the former approach; 
it suggested the need to "be critical of some of Breira's positions 
and tactics" but also to recognize its effectiveness in bringing back 
into the community disaffected academics, intellectuals, and Jewish 
youth. The memo suggested that 

the best way to test whether or not Breira is prepared to become 
a truly responsible element within the diverse and multi-faceted 
Jewish community is to co-opt them into the community struc
ture... One of the groundrules for such co-option might well 
be...that member agencies direct the exposition of their dif
ferent views on sensitive Israel-Diaspora issues to the Jewish 
community itself and refrain from appealing to the general 
public.21 

Here at last the fundamental question of communal legitimation and 
integration was posed explicitly: Should the umbrella organizations 
of American Jewry treat Breira and other dissenting groups as 

to avoid participation in meetings with the PLO. Cockburn and Ridgeway, 
"Doves," 26. According to one report, Rabbi Arthur Hertzberg, then president 
of the American Jewish Congress, also eschewed participation in a program 
when he learned that two Breira representatives had been invited without his 
prior permission. Novak, "The Campaign against Breira," 25. 

20	 A slate ofBreira sympathizers was defeated in elections held by the Conservative 
movement's Rabbinical Assembly. The RA also debated but ultimately tabled 
a resolution calling for American Jews - and their rabbis - "to exercise 
self-restraint in the criticism of Israel's policies on security, defense, borders 
and the ultimate components of peace." JTA Daily News Bulletin, 6 May 1977, 
2. 

21	 George E. Gruen and Marc Brandriss, "Breira: A Background Memorandum,'~ 

13 April 1977, 20-21. In the American Jewish Committee's Blaustein Library. 
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pariahs or as potential constituents? According to the AJ Committee 
memo, the Jewish community council of New Haven had adopted 
the latter approach: it admitted the local Breira chapter on condition 
that Breira keep its criticism within the community. Other Jewish 
community councils took a more aggressive position and explicitly 
stigmatized Breira as beyond the pale. The council in Washington, 
D.C., for example deplored "the activities and policies of organiza
tions which seek to divide and politicize American Jewish support 
for Israel" and urged its constituents to "advise and caution their 
members about Breira's activities which are injurious to Israel. ,,22 It ,. appears that few Jewish umbrella organizations on either the local 
or national level were prepared to offer Breira their ultimate form 
oflegitimation - admission as a constituent member.23 

Within a year after the explosion of this controversy, Breira 
folded its operations.24 Interestingly, Breira's most avid opponents 

J	 and defenders agreed that Breira had fallen victim to a campaign 
aimed at its elimination. The Americans for a Safe Israel proudly 
claimed that its exposes had destroyed Breira.25 For their part, 
Breira activists consistently interpreted the public controversy as an 
orchestrated smear campaign. 

Defenders of Breira have accused Israeli consular officials of 
actively coordinating a campaign to discredit Breira. It is known 
that in several cities - notably, New York, Boston, and Philadelphia 
- Israeli consular officials called in Breira leaders and community 
officials to warn that Breira was "giving aid and comfort to the 
enemy.,,26 Israel's prime minister, Yitzhak Rabin, pointedly ob
served to Jewish organizational leaders during a trip to the United 

22	 JTA Daily News Bulletin, 2 February 1977, 3. 
23	 The exceptions were the Jewish community councils of New Haven and San 

Francisco. Breira did not have enough chapters or members or a broad enough 
agenda to qualify for the larger umbrella organizations such as the Presidents' 

~ 
Conference or NJCRAC. 

24 Paul M. Foer, "The War against Breira," Jewish Spectator, Summer 1983,23. 
Foer claimed that the Washington chapter held on longest. 

25 Joseph Prouder, The New Israel Fund: A Fundfor Israel's Enemies (New York: 
Americans for a Safe Israel, 1990), 3. 

26 William Novak, "The Breira Story," Genesis 2 (March-April 1977): 10. 
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States that "there is no Breira. ,,27 But there is as yet no public 
evidence to substantiate the claims of Paul M. Foer that "there were 
high level meetings between Jewish leaders, and in some instances, 
the Israeli Ambassador, for planning anti-Breira strategy and to 
compare notes and dossiers.,,28 As with so much else relating to 
the Breira affair, only the passage of time will provide us with 
the documentation and perspective to assess whether there was a 
coordinated campaign against Breira, as opposed to a more limited 
offensive by sympathizers with the Israeli right, and what role, if 
any, Israeli visitors in the United States might have played in such a 
campaign. 

It is noteworthy that throughout the public controversy so little 
attention was paid to Breira's program to undermine the established 
Jewish community of the United States. Breira was cast as a group 
subversive to Israel. Its harsh critique of the organized American 
Jewish community, its program to democratize and rechannel Jewish 
life in the United States, its denigration of established leaders, were 
barely noted. The simplest explanation of course is that a group that 
never numbered more than 1,500 members posed no real threat to 
the large membership organizations, which counted their followers 
in the thousands and even hundreds of thousands. Indeed, had 
opponents of Breira highlighted its subversive intention within the 
American Jewish community, they would have found it far more 
difficult to drum up support against so puny an enemy. 

An additional reason for this silence may stem from the gener
ational dimension of the conflict. Breira was an outgrowth of the 
Jewish counterculture, an expression of "the sixties generation" 
a generation that had been nurtured in Conservative and Reform 
summer camps, had found Jewish expression in the Havurah move
ment, and had been politicized in the struggle against the Vietnam 
War. Breira drew its rank and file from this rebellious generation, 
and its mentors from older rabbis and ideologues who sympathized 

27	 Quoted in Rael Isaac, "An Open Letter to William Novak," Outpost, no. 15 
(April 1977): 7. 

28 Foer, "The War against Breira," 22. Foer claimed to "have in my possession 
confidential documents from various Jewish organizations" to support his 
allegations. Until they are released and authenticated, such documents have no 
more validity than those purported by the late Senator Joseph McCarthy. 
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with the left. We may speculate that the emphasis placed by Breira's 
opponents on its subversion of a vulnerable Israel may have served 
as a convenient means to deflect attention from Breira's announced 
goal of toppling the established elders of American Jewry. 

Be that as it may, it is clear that the leadership of American 
Jewry did not know how to react to their rebellious youth. Steven 
Shaw, then a professional with the Metrowest Federation, captured 
this generational component well in an anguished private appeal to 
Jewish leaders for understanding of the Breira phenomenon: 

Through its totally inappropriate response to the challenge 
posed by Breira, our national organizations (with one notable 
exception - the American Jewish Committee) ...have again 
proven that many of our constituent bodies have little un
derstanding of a whole generation of young Jews and even 
less relevance to their concerns and life styles.... Rather than 
condemnation and hysteria and threats of job loss (presently 
directed at some of the best Hillel staff), I would expect that 
a more mature and healthy Jewish community would welcome 
the intellectual stimulation and youthfully refreshing energy 
that such individuals could provide for the wider Jewish polity. 
That this has not exactly been the case bears sad witness to the 
state of Jewish organizational life in the diaspora and to the 
potential for misunderstandings that exist between Israel and 
America through inadequate Israeli organizational structures 
which seem incapable of dealing creatively or intelligently with 
such forces. 29 

Shaw's analysis points to an important consequence of the tangled 
relations between Israeli and American Jewish leaders - an inten
sification of generational conflict in the organized American Jewish 
community because of the disparate experiences of younger Israeli 
and American Jews during the sixties and seventies. Israeli officials 
may have responded so harshly because they had little experience 
with, let alone empathy for, "the sixties generation." 

29	 Memo by Steven Shaw to Albert Chernin, executive vice chairman ofNJCRAC, 
2 March 1977,3-4. In the American Jewish Committee's Blaustein Library. 
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The Breira controversy represented the most heated confrontation 
in a series of debates within the organized Jewish community over 
the proper handling of dissenting groups. Three other organizations 
situated on the left of the political spectrum, which share much of 
Breira's criticism of Israeli policies and the Jewish establishment, 
have sparked more recent debates within the Jewish community. The 
New Jewish Agenda, the New Israel Fund, and Americans for Peace 
No; have each Tn" turQ}9r.~~c;f tl1e~ 9E~~nlze«( j~;O~lJD1!njty to 
define the parameters of dissent. But each was treated differently 

-------._-"' -,,-." ,,- -"-..---- -,,--..•-- .._........ ...•.•.,..jU'._"•._._."....
 
within the institutiollal structure of Americ~~. ' 
. The New Jewish Agenda was foundea in May 1979, approximately 

one year after the demise of Breira, by "disaffected members of 
Jewish organizations, refugees from the non-Jewish left, and former 
members of Breira.,,31 From it inception, the New Jewish Agenda 
incorporated the vocabulary and rituals of Judaism, as well as those 
of the political left. Thus at its founding national conference, time 
was set aside for Jewish study, worship, and cultural expression. The 
Sabbath was particularly moving to many participants because of 
"the potential breakthrough in the combination of intense emotional 
ties to the various Jewish traditions, with no compromising of 
political and moral ideals.,,32 Agenda (as it was called by insiders) 
explicitly endorsed a program to draw on Jewish traditions in the 
formulation of its programs.33 

Agenda's statement of purpose outlined an ambitious and far
reaching program: 

We	 are Jews concerned with the retreat from social action 

30	 By combining the discussion of these three organizations, this essay does not 
intend to suggest that they are interchangeable. On the contrary, it will be seen 
that each group has fared differently precisely because its unique program and 
behavior raised a different set of issues. They are discussed in tandem because 
they all framed a critique, from the left of the political spectrum, of Israel's 
policies regarding peace with its neighbors. 

31	 On the founding of the New Jewish Agenda and its first national conference, 
see Ellen Willis, "Radical Jews Caught in the Middle," Village Voice, 4-10 
February 1981, Iff. 

32 Gerry Serotta, "What's New about the New Jewish Agenda," New Outlook, 
June 1981,41. 

33 Ibid., 42. 
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concerns and openness to discussion within the organized Jew
ish community. As Jews who believe strongly that authentic 
Jewish life must involve serious and consistent attention to 
the just ordering of human society and the natural resources 
of our world (tikun olam), we seek to apply Jewish values to 
such questions as economic justice, ecological concerns, en
ergy policy, world hunger, intergroup relations and affirmative 
action, women's rights, peace in the Middle East, and Jewish 
education.34 

In promoting this program, Agenda activists harked back to "the 
old agenda of American Jews: Jews used to be concerned with 
social issues and justice. In the last 20 years, the Jewish community 
has become extremely self-oriented. The more self-oriented it has 
become, the more self-defeating it has become.,,35 The goal was to 
reorient the Jewish community and set it back on its former course. 

In November 1982, Agenda issued a detailed platform outlining 
the specific ways in which this would be accomplished. Interestingly, 
the platform first discussed "Jewish communal life in the United 
States" before turning to foreign affairs. Agenda criticized "the 
existing network of Jewish communal institutions" for succeeding 
only partially. It called for "the transformation of Jewish institutions 
and the creation of new ones to represent the whole spectrum of 
views of U.S. Jewry." Highest on its list of demands was 

the full empowerment of all Jews. Our communal institutions 
must involve those whose needs have been consistently disre
garded: our elders, Jews with disabilities, the poor, Lesbians 
and Gay Men, Jews not living in nuclear families, Jews of 
color, Jews by choice, those of mixed marriages, and recent 
immigrants.36 

According to Agenda's most visible leader, Rabbi Gerold Serotta, 

34 Quoted in Hillel Schenker, "The New Jewish Agenda," New Outlook, November 
- December 1980,49. 

35 Arthur J. Magida, "Radical Gadflies," Baltimore Jewish Times, 3 August 1984, 
34. 

36	 "New Jewish Agenda National Platform," 1-2. In the American Jewish Com
mittee's Blaustein Library. 
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the organization's goal was to serve as "a loyal opposition in the 
Jewish community.,,37 . 

Arguing that all Jews are responsible for one another, Agenda 
also offered specific "principles of peace" in the Middle East. It 
called for mutual recognition by Israel, the Arab states, and the 
PLO. It urged a cessation of Jewish settlement activities in the West 
Bank and Gaza. And it called for Israeli recognition of "the right 
of Palestinians to national self-determination, including the right to 
the establishment, if they so choose, of an independent and viable 
Palestinian state in the West Bank and Gaza, existing in peace with 
Israel. ,,38 These views, of course, were far removed from the existing 
policies of Israel's Likud government. Particularly provocative was 
the repeated assertion by Agenda that meetings must be held with 
the PLO - this in the era immediately after the U.S. ambassador 
to the United Nations was forced to resign because of his secret 
contacts with the PLO. 

Agenda evoked much the same response from more conservative 
Jews as did Breira. Rael Jean Isaac weighed in once again with a 
scathing pamphlet entitled, "The New/Anti Jewish Agenda"; and 
once again she traced the pedigree and dangerous fellow travelers of 
a left-wing Jewish group. Isaac counseled the organized community 
to shun Agenda: "The Jewish community," she argued, 

cannot prevent the development of groups like the New Jewish 
Agenda. Agenda itself is an outgrowth of the very similar 
Breira, which rose to brief prominence in the 1970s.... The 
reappearance of Breira in the shape of the New Jewish Agenda 
suggests that a group of this sort, under whatever name, is 
likely to persist. What the Jewish community can do is to 
isolate a group that is outside the consensus.... It isolated 
Breira, which died as a result of the internal dissension that 
isolation precipitated.39 

But despite the attacks in the Jewish press, Agenda did not suffer 

37 Rael Jean Isaac, "New Jewish Agenda - Outside the Consensus," Midstream, 
December 1990, 19. 

38 New Jewish Agenda National Platform (adopted 28 November 1982),6. 
39 Isaac, "Outside the Consensus," 19. 
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the fate of Breira. Members were not as besieged as their Breira 
predecessors; their jobs apparently were not on the line. And they 
were not roundly attacked or ostracized, as Breira activists had 
been. In fact, Agenda scored some impressive victories in gaining 
an entree into local umbrella agencies. Agenda chapters in Kansas 
City, New Haven, Ann Arbor, and Santa Fe won admission into 
local Jewish councils or Jewish federations. In July 1984, the Los 
Angeles chapter of Agenda was voted into the Jewish Federation 

I 

Council of Greater Los Angeles, thereby scoring a coup in Agenda's 
I struggle for communal legitimation.40... 

In contrast, the most bitter defeat came when the local Jewish 
council in Washington, D.C., overturned the recommendation of 
its own executive board and denied Agenda a place. The chairman 
of the ZOA's local chapter led the opposition, declaring: "We feel 
a group like this is not within the mainstream of thinking of the 
Jewish community.... They don't fall within the kind ofthinking that 
is current in the Jewish community." He charged the New Jewish 
Agenda with being "pro-Arab rather than pro-Israel" and therefore 
"so far out we feel they really don't deserve [membership]." Moe 
Rodenstein expressed his chapter's disappointment, contending: 

We'd like to be part of the debate...to say we are Jews; we're 
proud of what we're doing.... It's also important for us to 
work with a wide variety of issues...to try to push the Jewish 
community to concern with other issues than Israel and anti
Semitism.,,41 

The New Jewish Agenda worked to carve out a place for itself in the 
organized Jewish community by cooperating in larger ventures. It 
formed a task force to involve itself in the Soviet Jewry movement.42 

At the request of the Reform movement, Agenda activists worked 
behind the scenes to keep the issue of the Middle East off the 
agenda of a major civil rights march on Washington in 1983.43 

40 ITA Daily News Bulletin, 24 July 1984, p. 2. 
41 "Jewish Council Excludes New Group over Views on Rights of Palestinians," 

Washington Post, 4 June 1983, B4. 
42 J. J. Goldberg, "The Graying of New Jewish Agenda," Jewish Week, 21 August 

1987,25. 
43 Ibid. 
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And it participated in elections for U.S. delegates to the World 
Zionist Congress by joining forces with Americans for a Progressive 
Israel and Israel's Citizens Rights party.44 The latter effort further 
enhanced Agenda's stature as a Zionist group. 

When it folded its operations in 1992, the New Jewish Agenda 
could point to a record of legitimation by the umbrella organiza
tions of local communities far beyond anything achieved by Breira. 
Undoubtedly, it won such legitimation in part because of the greater 
receptivity of American Jewry to Agenda's message regarding a so
lution in the Middle East. But it also showed a far greater willingness 
than Breira to participate in the life of the Jewish community. From 
its inception, Agenda employed a Jewish vocabulary. Its leaders 
determined early on that their message would receive a far wider 
hearing if Agenda joined the Jewish community. Hence, it sought to 
balance its self-declared role as the "alternative" to the "established" 
Jewish community with a deliberate program of seeking inclusion 
within t~~f that establishment.45 

'\~~\) cr;;:~~eWl§JJl"LFufid founded io 1979 has provided still another 
-=--~ o~tlet for Jews on the left who are critical of Israeli policies. Unlike 

Breira and Agenda, which served as critics of Israel and the American 
Jewish establishment, the New Israel Fund has devoted its ~ 

to disbursing fundsin Is;~~fi9~Q.yp.ith~t~mb._Q.<!Ylts-visi~~of what 
is needed InIsraeiiso~iety. By serving as a conduit o{functs, the New' 
ISI-ael Fund-;~~bi~~'-Americafi-j~'Y~.~to· str~~~the~~ those'sectOrs of 
IsraellSOciety thaIfOS{er-iheciy!IE~[htsof IS~(l~li je_~~-.~~~~il!s, 
amef[onltethe~uffeiing(>f abused.women andchil<!E.c?l1;~!1.d victims 
of discrimination, and worktoward Anib-Jewishreconciliatign. The 
goal,~according to David Arnow, -the'Fund's Arneneall"chairman, 

----is-1o reshape Israeli society:, "Our concept of philanthropy for 
Israel must be broadened to include not only tzedakah, providing 
concrete needs and services, but also tiklW•.Jhe healing, mending 
aI!.d_1!.ansformation of a suffering society.,,46 Here, then, is another 

44	 Isaac, "Outside the Consensus," 18. 
45	 Kevin Freeman, "New Jewish Agenda to Seek Communal Status," JTA Daily 

News Bulletin, 29 June 1983, 2. 
46	 Marvin Schick, "New Israel Fund Pours Leftist Salt on Jewish Wound," Long 

Island Jewish World, 19-25 December 1986, 6. 
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aspect of the tangled relationship - an American Jewish group 
that takes it upon itself to. resha2e IsraeLby_s..upP.onmKgIQl,lj)s_tl!at 
conform to it·s-ownimaie·~--.---------- --_ .. -' ~---_."' .__ .'

In vi!!'!Cllly all()(itsP\l!>!ic p!.o~nputl~~.I!!~nts, the N~w Israel Fund 
justifies its work on the basis ofIsrael's Declaration ofIndependence. 
Israel, it procIauDs·;irill.st ben true to its fOl.1oders r -onginafdream: 
"To be a state based on freedom, justice, and peace envisaged by the 
prophets of Israel"; to be a state that will "ensure complete equality 
of social and political rights to all its inhabitants irrespective of 
religion, race, or sex. ,,47 Thus the Fund legitimizes itself on the 
basis of Israel's self-declared ideals-.~Amenciin-jews·n-eedt~-serve 
as guardians of the true I~~aeC'~The fight to presei:Ve-ih~-iou~ding 
viSiOn of Israel hasoeenraging and has finally shaken the American 
Jewish community," claims Arnow. "Today we stand at the head 
of a movement to build the kind of Israel we too long took for 
granted.,,48 

The Fund also invokes Jewish tradition and American demo
cratic values to justify-itSpreiii~:-Its-publications-had~-'bacic to 
the prophets of Israet and then intertwine Jewish traditions with 
American values: 

In our view, the values of democracy are not merely consonant 
with Jewish values; they are inseparable from them. In our 
view, they are not merely afterthoughts to the basic question 
of Israel's safety; they are part and parcel of that question.49 

The Fund's president, Mary Ann Stein, conflates three sets of ideals 
in her description of her group: "We seek what we view as traditional 
Jewish values; the values of pluralism, tolerance, and equality for 
all citizens, adopted in Israel's Declaration of Independence, remain 
promises - just as in the United States they are promises."so This 
approach is then touted as the best means to protect Israel and 

47 Letter to the editor defending the New Israel Fund against attack by Americans 
for a Safe Israel, Jewish Week, 21 September 1990,28,46. 

48 JTA Daily News Bulletin, 3 July 1992,4. 
49 From the New Israel Fund's Guide to the Issues. Grantees. and Programs, 1991, 

ii. 
50 "The New Israel Fund at Ten: An Interview with NIF President Mary Ann 

Stein," New Outlook, March 1990,42. 
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strengthen its ties with America. Karen Friedman, media director 
for the New Israel Fund, contends that with the end of the Cold Wa!j, 
Am~a no lon~_~eds IsraeLas iLoEce did~nrfihing that 
tl1.~lW_<.>_~jW1ltries--h~¥~jn common are shared Y!!lue~:~3_Therefore, 
by_supportIng organizations that foster democracy, tolerance. and 
pl~rjllism, the Fund is promoting the best in Jewish and American 
traditions and biodiriglsraera:oifAmerica more closely. 
--Tlie-Pund's religious andd~m~~ratic rhetoric has not spared it 
the kinds of attack leveled by the right against left-wing critics of 
Israel. Americans for a Safe Israel once again issued a pamphlet 
denouncing its left-wing opponents. The author approvingly quoted 
Ze'ev Chafets's quip that the NIF people wish to transform Israel into 
a state that will "meet the approval of the ACLU, The Nation maga
zine, and the Sierra Club.,,52 More ominously, the pamphlet charges 
that the NIF "serves to provide the financial muscle to a handful 
of Israel extremists who, lacking the electoral mandate to radically 
transform the Jewish State, seek a constituency in New York and 
Berkeley that they cannot muster in Tel Aviv and Jerusalem.,,53 
According to this reading, the Fund subverts rather than encou~es 

I~nl.el's <J.emocratic process,becau~eit favors extremist groups that 
have ~o suppoitln-1SraeCA~~ther critic of the Fund-lias charged 
th;tthe group is "a virtual Who's Who of Israel's American Jewish 
critics. ,,54 The Fund is even more dangerous than earlier left-wing 
groups because it 

actively sponsors those forces that seek to do to Israel from 
within what Breira and the Americans for Peace Now have 
sought to do from without. Whereas the political efforts of 
Jewish doves in the Diaspora have generally had little impact 
beyond occasional public-relations splashes, the New Israel 

51 Alexandra Wall, "The New Israel Fund Comes of Age," JTA Daily News 
Bulletin, 3 July 1992,4. 

52 Joseph Puder, The New Israel Fund: A New Fund for Israel's Enemies (New 
York: Americans for a Safe Israel, 1990),30. 

53 Ibid. 
54 Rafael Medoff "The New Israel Fund - For Whom?" Midstream, May 1986, 
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Fund applies a form of subtle financial pressure within Israel 
that is far more likely to have longlasting effects.55 

Despite these attacks, the New Israel Fund has flourished; its al
locations have steadily increased, from $80,000 in 1980 to over 
$8. mill~on_j.n 1992.56 Moreover, it has been~ly defende<f by 

le~g.me.~b.e.rs O.fth~_AII!eriCan Je~is.h estab.lish.m.e.nt. In r~s.p~..nse .(.1 £:1 
to atta~ks by~n~Jor.l:l_~!~Jgi~hipUf),hcJ~t~[9I~11pPort O( l-()/ ,.
was issued in 1990 defending the legitimacy and Zionist credenti~ls 

of the N"e;IsraeIFiiiliClfwas"slgned-by'past chairs o(the Cou~cil 
of jewish Fed~'rations, the National Jewish Community Relations 
Advisory Council, the United Jewish Appeal, and the heads of all 
the non-Orthodox rabbinical s~' 

The New Israel Fund won suc~ virtue of its close 
ties with Israeli institutions and the strong credentials of it supporters 
as Zionists and workers within the established American Jewish com
munity. When Jerusalem's mayor, Teddy Kollek, publicly endorsed 
the work oftheNew"TsraelFund and-lts···contribution to Israeli 
soci~y,58 i~@D1e.:la.I'Jiar.deiio._delegitim.i.~eth~£1!rid~Moieover, 
defenders of the Fund could claim that "among the pe'O'ple explicitly 
smeared [by opponents of the Fund] are many who hold positions of 
enormous responsibility in the most important (and, for that matter, 
the most mainstream) organizations in American Jewish life.,,59 
Even the incoming executive of the national United Jewish Appeal 
viewed the Fund as a constructive force.60 By working directly with 
Israeli clien"~_~nd_..:~_~h.iI1.gout to establish.:~}ewlsh--communal f 
officials, the Fund has been iemaikaoly successfurin-bhinting its 
critic£__e1fort!>}o]~T~gi~~iit}~~,!!~.~lirk. -.,--.--- .. 

Indeed, for the first time, right-wing critics were thrown on the 
defensive by communal officials who pointed out to the Americans 

55 Ibid.
 
56 Alexandra Wall, JTA Daily News Bulletin, 3July 1992,4.
 
57 Jewish Week, 21 September 1990, 28, 46. Although the president of Yeshiva
 

University did not sign the letter, two other leaders of modern Orthodoxy 
Emanuel Rackman and Irving Greenberg - did lend their names. 

58 Letter to the Jewish Week, 21 September 1990,32. 
59 Jewish Week, 21 September 1990,28,46. 
60 Robert GreeQberger, "Growing Pains: The New Israel Fund," Baltimore Jewish 

Times. 27 December 1991, 54fT. 
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for a Safe Israel that it had no right "to call into question the devotion 
to Israel of those with whom it disagrees. ,,61 Defenders of the Fund 
impugned such critics as the Americans for a Safe Israel, asking: 
"Is it not curious that while Israelis...welcome the Fund and choose 
to participate in its work, a fringe American organization seeks to 
damage it?" Thus by working with Israelis, the Fund legitima!~d 

itself in the eyes of American Jewish leade~s,<_~~~~~gh..!~J~g critics 
were .. r~!~~~~~~.!~~-E"frii?~_~])i.:~if.t~~.()b!~i~!stepping !he 
bouI!d_~~..Jbeir disIespec.Lfur-RJ!1rah~gt. As we shall see, the 
org;nized Jewish community was gradually Crystallizing a set of 
guidelInes for jlissent tbalt~t~val.ueuLl'P'i\ifalism 
and demQcracy. 
~thin this context that the admission of Americans for Pease 
Now (APN) into t1J~~oI![c::r_ence or._~!~~i~~!!~~~McU.orAmerican 
Jewish Organizations must be-pla-ced. Opponents argued against 
admission on the groundsthat-itsupported the PLO and tilted too far 
to the pro-Arab position. In addition, questions were raised about the 
wisdom of including a group that might paralyze deliberations within 
the umbrella organization by failing to submerge its organizational 
views so as to permit the conference to speak out on behalf of the 
community. (According to Presidents' Conference rules, a dissenting 
member may prevent the conference from taking public stands with 
which it disagrees. )63 But ultimately these concerns were overridden 
by the compelling case put forward by those favoring admission, 
which were twofold: (1) How could the American Jewish community 
refuse to grant legitimacy to a group that had members serving 
in the cabinet of Yitzhak Rabin? (2) How could the Presidents' 
Conference work with the new Clinton administration, which had 

61 Jewish Week, 21 September 1990, 28, 46. 
62 Andrew S. Carroll, "A Call for Civility," Washington Jewish Week, 9 August 

1990, 15ff. 
63	 Seymour Reich, quoted in Forward, 26 March 1993, 16. In this newspaper report 

the claim is made that Americans for Peace Now had pledged to Lester Pollack, 
chairman of the Conference, its intention to work within the consensus spirit of 
the Presidents' Conference. Henry Siegman of the American Jewish Congress 
rejected the need for the APN or any other new member to accept and abide by 
the consensus position in advance: "It is the Presidents' Conference that must 
uphold its consensus, not the individual constituent members." 
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placed several prominent supporters of Americans for Peace Now in 
high government positions, if it refused to work with APN?64 

There is no single reason for the metamorphosis in the policies 
of the national umbrella agencies of American Jewry~y, ~,., 

the tent has been expanded in the two decades since the founding .. 
of Breira,-a~~~ftheorganizeoco-iiiiiluntty-has--~clmed Its VIews of 
pluiarrsm~c1iss~nt,~Amonithe-maj~i--umb~relIa-agencies,it ap
peanthat only the National Jewish Community Relations Advisory 
Council grappled~~th the issue of dissent. Already in the 
early 1970s,:NJCRAC ~ to decide whether the Jewish Defense 
League shoulo--cume-under the communal umbrella of local Jewish 
councils. (It formally rejected the JDL in 1975.) As we have seen, 
the New Jewish Agenda formally applied for membership in local 
councils in the early 1980s. It was in this context that the chairman 
of NJCRAC, Bennet Yanowitz, devoted his keynote address to 
"Democracy and Discipline in the American Jewish Community 
- The Utility and Morality of Unity." Yanowitz strove to balance 
the conflicting needs for "unity, discipline, honesty, freedom and 
purposefulness." He_.d~fended the rights of dissenters - as long as 

~" 
th~y kept thei~ disse~_! "~ith~~-::_teE1-,2r.:)VJ-U1ip",Jb~J!11!?-ily." !Ie 
objected strenuolISly to dissefifers who inSIst not only on a heanng 
but also that their views become policy. He berated Israeli leaders for 
not always listening and for impugning the motives of critics. And 
he simultaneously called for "maintaining and strengthening those 
channels of free debate and free expression within the family...[to] 
reaffirm the concept of ke/a/ Yisrae/. ,,65 

In the years that followed, NJCRAC struggled to define opera
tionally what all this meant, and in October 1989 its executive board 
adopted "Guidelines for Participating in Jewish Community Events 
and Decision-Making.,,66 The guidelines pose the critical questions: 

64	 David Twersky, "Welcome to Washington: Now, Peace Now," Forward, 19 
February 1993,6; Leonard Fein, "American Zealots," Forward, 5 March 1993, 
7. 

65 Chairman's Address, Plenary Session, NJCRAC, Cleveland, Ohio, 15 February 
1983,20-24. 

66	 I am grateful.to Jerome Chanes of NJCRAC for bringing these guidelines to 
my attention. 
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Are Jewish communal instrumentalities that undertake 
community-wide groups events obliged to provide an oppor
tunity for participation to any Jewish group that so wishes? .. 
Are the central bodies of the Jewish community, national and 
local, which are representative in nature, obliged to permit any 
organization to participate in their decision-making process? 

The paper sets forth four central commitments of the Jewish com
munity that must be considered when answering these questions: 

1. To a free, open, and pluralistic society 
2. To the survival and security of the State of Israel 
3. To kelal Yisrael, the integrity of Jewish peoplehood and the 

interlocking relationships of the community of Israel. 
4. To the creative survival and continuity of Jewish life in America. 
It then goes on to suggest that groups seeking to participate 

in community-wide events, seeking public platforms, or seeking 
participation in decision making should be i they 
are not "funda~ntallY_~Ilti-Semitic, anti-Israel, anti-Zionist, or 
anti-democratic:"ln short, NJCBAC=as-one-ortliemajOfliiiiorerra 
ageIlc:i~~..9rAiTI~1.~Jewry, h;;in principle come some distance in 
itS-willingness to bring.feWisligroulis-un<lerrtStent. 

The heated, often rancorous, debates precipitated by the appear
ance -ofgroup-SC-cntIcaioTTsraenpoilcies thus fOfcea th~01zed 
Je'wlSh-commuiiIty"tofffiSlO"CK ana: futffifik qtiesifu-~f ph~.ralism. 
Contrary-to-tlieProtestations onheS"e=gt"oups illarthey could not 
receive a fair hearing, it was precisely their far-reaching criticisms 
of the American Jewish establishment, as well as their challenges 
to Israeli policies, that drew widespread attention in the American 
Jewish community. Indeed, they were accorded far more attention 

" than their minuscule membership figures warranted. 
Gradually, the consensus of the Jewish community regarding 

sl!ch-~oupsnascna~In part, this is the case because American 
~sh leaders have become less monolithic in their approach to 
the I~rab conflict.67 Butthe dynamic of the American jew~ 

67	 See, for example, Steven M. Cohen, Israel-Diaspora Relations: A Survey of 
American Jewish Leaders, Report No.8. (Tel Aviv: Israel Diaspora Institute, 
1990). 
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community has also worked to encourage the expression of dissent: 
~YQluI!ta~c community m!1st find ways to accommodate diversity 
of)'iewpointsJeSijdie WaI'giftlllizoo. As LeonardFeTn wrote dUri~:~;j![) 
the debate over the admission of Americans for Peace Now, "The ~" 

COIlf~!.eIl~e"?K~resideIltshas one resource~d~ne ~ly: It_~aims Ct5:},'i " 
to speak on behalf of organizeOAmencari-Jewry.'~Thelegitimacy U";
of'theu-nibrella Clr~nizatioii-is--oiitlieliiie-inCcariiiofTormulate a 
coS?ii~~~i~~~~;_di§~nL"'"·-----------"---·----

As for the particular organizations examined here, it is hardly 
coincidental that their treatment by the organized community was 
linked to their behavior. The these groups allied themselves 
with Israeli groups, the stronger was their c ~l :::IO=tegitmiac:"y. 
Certamly, we see aramatlcevidenceofthe "ia~gied relations" when 
legitimacy within the organized Jewish community is earned by a 
dissenting group when it links up with Israeli counterparts. These 
same groups have also moved from a confrontational stance vis 
a vis the organized American Jewish community to one in which 
they have allowed themselves to be coopted for some tasks. They 
included themselves in the collective of kelal Yisrael and thereby 
won legitimacy. 

68 Leonard Fein, "American Zealots," Forward,S March 1993,7. 


